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2017 has been a momentous year for us. our business 
has grown significantly – internally, we’ve attracted 
and retained top talent, externally, we’ve exceeded 
expectations and deliverables for our clients. it’s been an 
exciting year and it’s only half way through.  

goS not only functions as a business, but as a team – 
and at cushman & wakefield, we believe our team wins 
together, works hard together, and celebrates together. 
our business provides real estate solutions that work for 
companies in any industry. i am confident in our abilities to 
transform the market and differentiate ourselves from the 
competition.
 
Read through this edition of The occupier news and take a 
look at the last quarter. we talk with global talent, feature 
key wins, and showcase impressive awards our team has 
won. Some of those awards include the eneRgy STAR 
Sustained excellence Award, The global outsourcing 100 
Award (iAop), Supplier of the year Award for Diversity, and 
even this publication itself won a communicator Award.
 
i am proud of our team and all we have accomplished this 
quarter. please enjoy reading the Q2 2017 edition of The 
occupier news.

 
best,
Steve Quick

Welcome to the 
Q2 edition of the 
occupier News

Steve Quick
chief executive 
global occupier Services
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tALKINg wiTh TAlenT

tell us a little more about you: 
i am originally from the uk 
where i followed the traditional 
RicS training route followed 
by an mbA. my working 
experience in the uk was 
Asset management and capital 
markets. Since moving to Asia 
six year ago, i have worked 
in goS focusing on regional 
transaction management, local 
Tenant Rep, multi-x account 
management, and more, in 
regional enterprise solutions. 
my wife, two sons, and i love 
living and working in Singapore 
and were recently granted 
permanent residence and intend 
to stay here as long as we can.

What do you enjoy outside of 
work? Aside from spending time 
with my wife and two sons, i am 
a bit of football (soccer) fanatic, 
although since i have got a bit 
older, my interest has shifted 
from playing to watching! i am 
also a keen long distance runner 
and find the calm of being out 
on the road a great way to 
unwind after a long day.  
 
Notable industry achievement:  
on a personal level, i enjoy 
working and mentoring young 
people and passing on the 
knowledge i have accumulated 
from my own experiences. 
Against that back drop, i 
developed the ApAc regional 
training platform for transaction 
management for my previous 
employer. This is something i 
am very proud of as it gives 
new starters in the industry an 
opportunity to develop their 
core skills set and it empowers 
them to succeed.

What’s something you’re most 
proud of? my kids. i know that 
sounds very cliché, but having 
them was a complete game 
changer in my life. kids give you 
a complete new level of focus 
with everything you do and they 
never cease amazing you as they 
grow and develop.
  
Is there a quote you live your 
life by? “when i look back on all 
these worries, i remember the 
story of the old man who said on 
his deathbed that he had had a 
lot of trouble in his life, most of 
which had never happened.” 
- winston churchill 

i think the sentiment that stress 
is state of mind, not a reality, 
is very powerful. it helps me 
keep focused when dealing with 
challenging tasks.

What would most people be 
surprised to learn about you?
i love traveling and once traveled 
from the uk to hong kong via 
sea and land only, no flights. it 
was a fascinating experience 
watching how the landscape, 
people, and culture subtly 
change almost daily.

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? The culture within 
the firm is one that radiates 
optimism, potential, and 
positivity. having recently joined 
cushman & wakefield, i find the 
sense that “anything is possible” 
is very inspiring. 

daniel Whitmore
Director – enterprise Solutions
Location: Singapore

Daniel with his son.

Why did you join Cushman & 
Wakefield? from the outside 
looking in, i could see that 
following the merger with DTZ, 
the enhanced platform and 
potential of the company was 
enormous. Seeing that potential, 
and the journey everyone was 
embarking, was something i 
really wanted to be a part of.
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tALKINg wiTh TAlenT

Natina Wong 
executive Director, greater 
china
Location: hong kong 

tell us a little more about you: 
helping other people makes 
me feel good about myself - 
this is the #1 rule to my happy 
life. when i help other people, 
it gives me a strong and 
positive self-image, which in 
turn, builds my confidence – i 
like myself more when i make 
others happy. This rule in my 
life makes me a good daughter, 
a good wife, and a respectful 
mother to my son. work-wise, 
this philosophy makes me a 
first-rated client relationship 
manager and an inspiring 
leader.  

Notable industry achievement: 
i have taken various volunteer 
roles within ifmA over the 
past decades and have been 
appointed as an external 
Academic Advisor by the hong 
kong city university Scope 
in facility management since 
2007. Developing and nurturing 
cRe and fm professionals is so 
important and this is something 
i would define as my life-long 
career.  

What’s something you’re 
most proud of? i have to name 
three people in my life who 
i am so much proud of: my 
grandma, my mom, and my 
son. my grandma and my mom 
are my role models. They have 
greatly influenced me and make 
me become who i am today.  
Additionally, i am so glad that i 
had the ability to transform my 
son and i truly believe he will be 
a great person in his generation. 
he is pride in my eyes! 

Is there a quote you live your 
life by? “Do what you love, love 
what you do!”

What would most people be 
surprised to learn about you? 
i’m a multi-tasker. i cook, i do 
art, i smile, i talk, i enjoy great 
food, and i have little drinkies.

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? i love that my job 
challenges me every day in 
different ways. every day is so 
different and i get to interact 
with such a varied groups. it 
means i am always learning. 

Natina drawin
g.

Natina with friends.
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tALKINg wiTh TAlenT

tell us a little more about 
you: i was born and raised in 
montreal, Québec, canada to 
italian immigrant parents and i 
now live in europe. i have been 
exposed to different cultures 
and languages all my life. i 
speak four languages and am 
starting to learn a fifth (Dutch)! 
This has helped me to not only 
be a better person, but also 
be more business savvy in our 
globalized profession.  
 
Notable industry achievement: 
managing a 265,000 square 
foot campus development 
project for one of our largest 
global clients.

What’s something you’re most 
proud of? primarily starting 
a family, but then following 
our hearts by moving to 
Amsterdam – our favorite city in 
the world.

Is there a quote you live your 
life by? “no matter how difficult 
or negative a situation can 
be, you must find a positive 
focus on that and spin it into 
something good.”

What would most people be 
surprised to learn about you? 
i used to own a small green 
roofing company during my 
university days and my projects 
have been featured on the 
front page of the montreal 
newspaper twice. 

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? i really like the real 
estate industry because it is so 
diverse and challenging. we 
service numerous industries, so 
you get to learn a little about 
everything. There is always 
something new and exciting to 
experience. i enjoy working at 
cushman & wakefield mostly 
because of the people. i’ve 
worked with many smart, 
energetic, fun, and professional 
colleagues. i feel privileged that 
working here has allowed me to 
make friends all over the globe!

guido di Cerbo
Senior programme manager
Location: Amsterdam

Guido wit
h his fam

ily.
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tell us a little more about you: 
i joined cushman & wakefield 
in 2011 to set up and establish a 
Strategic consultancy practice. 
This was the fourth time i had 
been hired to establish such a 
business and all the previous 
ones are still going. There are 
now, post-merger, more than 
50 people in this practice in 
emeA and the plan is to grow 
to more than 70 this year. we 
employ people from all sorts 
of backgrounds – management 
consultancy, finance, human 
resources, and real estate 
– from countries all across 
europe. it is this diversity that i 
value and enjoy, together with 
our extremely varied client 
base and client challenges. 
we rarely say “no” to a client 
problem and pride ourselves 
on innovation and working out 
how we will do it as we go. it 
can be stressful at times, but 
ultimately we are “transforming 
how the world works, shops 
and lives,” and i passionately 
believe we have the levers 
to make it a better world 
through enhancing employee 
experience and wellbeing in the 
workplace, redistributing work 
and economic opportunity from 
wealthy high cost locations to 
areas with lower income and 
prospects, or redevelopment 
and redeployment of capital 
and assets to better service 
companies and communities. 
As a professional, i am first 
and foremost a strategist and 
creative thinker, and have an 
insatiable appetite to learn from 
my team and the world. As an 
individual, i have a fantastic 
wife and five children for whom 
i will be eternally grateful for.

Neil mcLocklin
partner & co-head of 
Strategic consulting
Location: london 

Notable industry achievement: 
in the 1990s, i designed and 
developed a workplace 
Transformation program for 
british Telecommunications 
that impacted 40,000 people 
and won british council of 
the offices Strategy of the 
decade award. in the 2000s, i 
won management consultancy 
Association change management 
of the year Award amongst all 
the change projects submitted 
by the “big four” and others for 
a project that used real estate 
and the workplace to transform 
a business – the only time such 
an award has been granted to 
a project from our industry. Still 
working on the big award for 
this decade!

What’s something you’re most 
proud of? professionally, i 
always say my work with the 
Salvation Army, where i helped 
them re-think and develop 
their strategy for education 
and Training of their officers, 
largely focused on the william 
booth memorial college in 
Denmark hill, london, which 
itself is a memorial to the 
founder of this absolutely 
fantastic organization. in 
working through this strategy, 
i really got to know the 
organization well and was 
absolutely humbled by some of 
the work they do in areas such 
as drug addiction and human 
trafficking. i worked very 
closely with the general of the 
organization and i believe he 
used my team and me in a way 
that served the needs of god 
and ensured the sustainability 
of the organization in terms 
of attracting more people to 
the calling of officership and 

leadership. The reward was for 
my wife and me to be invited 
to his box at the Royal Albert 
hall for the Salvation Army 
christmas carol concert – a 
truly awesome experience.  

Is there a quote you live your 
life by? in the consulting 
business, i always say, “if we are 
doing the same thing as what 
we did last year, then next year, 
we will be out of business.” 
        
What would most people be 
surprised to learn about you?  
given my current hair style, that 
i used to be (still am given the 
opportunity) a surfer with wild 
curly sun bleached hair, and a 
Vw campervan, and this was 
decades before surfing became 
popular. i used to travel down 
to Devon every weekend, and 
also launched the first surfing 
internet commerce site in the 
uk in 1995. 

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? The positive impact 
we can have on how the world 
works, shops and lives. i truly 
believe that.

tALKINg wiTh TAlenT
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tell us a little more about you: 
i’ve been in the industry since 
1998 and have spent all of 
that time effectively with one 
organization, as my previous 
company was acquired by 
cushman & wakefield in 
february 2008. prior to that, i 
was an environmental lawyer 
(by training) and became 
involved in commercial real 
estate after being called to 
the bar when a law school 
friend recruited me into the 
business. i’ve been on the 
Service provider / occupier 
side of the business and have 
had great experience working 
with great clients across 
portfolio Strategy, Sales and 
leasing, lease Administration, 
and project management. on 
the home front, i am married 
to my high school sweet heart 
(33 years together), who is a 
very successful woman (partner 
at Deloitte), and have two 
extremely active boys in high 
school. we enjoy spending 
time with our family (my wife’s 
mother is one of 18 children, 
and her father is one of six, 
so there is a loT of family 
around!!) and traveling the 
world when we can. The last 
three big vacations for us were 
the east coast of canada, the 
west coast of the u.S., and 
three weeks in italy. in my spare 
time, i play squash, cricket, and 
i love to cook for family and 
friends!

Notable industry achievement: 
being involved with major 
new client wins at cushman & 
wakefield including Amec foster 
wheeler, Sun life, ey, microsoft, 
and most recently, Rbc.

What’s something you’re 
most proud of? growing the 
Transaction management Team 
of cushman & wakefield in 
canada from eight to 34 since 
2008. we have the best people 
in the industry! Also, having 
pretty consistent double digit 
top line growth during that 
time.

Is there a quote you live your 
life by? “Do unto others.”

What would most people be 
surprised to learn about you?
canadian born and raised, 
i have always been athletic 
and played just about all the 
traditional north American 
sports growing up and into 
adulthood. i took up cricket in 
my early 40s and have been 
passionate about that sport 
ever since, including being 
part of a touring side that has 
played in Argentina, england & 
wales, and philadelphia.

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? The opportunities 
it provides to work with great 
people for great clients. There 
is so much opportunity to 
develop and grow, to innovate 
and be creative, and to meet 
the challenges our clients’ 
needs present.  

Al edwards
Senior managing Director
Americas
Location: Toronto

Al and his 
cricket tea

m.

Al with his family.

tALKINg wiTh TAlenT
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Warren Braverman 
managing Director, pfizer 
Account Director, Americas
Location: new york city 

tALKINg wiTh TAlenT

tell us a little more about you: 
i’ve been in real estate for 
more than 30 years involved 
in handling almost a $1.0b in 
transactions and thankfully, 
have had a diverse background 
and experience in both the 
public and private sectors. After 
completing a master of Arts 
degree from Temple university 
and having an interest in urban 
redevelopment (isn’t that 
what every wayward intellect 
studied back in the early 
80s), i worked for the city of 
philadelphia and the federal 
government administering 
various redevelopment and 
asset management programs. i 
then started my own consulting 
practice where i specialized 
in urban redevelopment debt 
and equity packaging, low-
income and historic tax credits, 
valuation, and brokerage. i 
had a desire to join the private 
sector after almost ten years of 
government service and headed 
up gmAc mortgage’s corporate 
Real estate department where 
it was quite exciting and 
rewarding establishing a fully 
integrated and enterprise-
wide functioning department 
that could also operate with 
full empowerment within 
the corporate governance of 
general motors. wanting to 
experience the other side of 
the equation, i jumped to the 
service provider side for the last 
15 years. i feel fortunate having 
an appreciation and hands-on 
experience functioning in-house 
and as an outsource provider 
and no question, this has served 

me well as an account director 
where i can understand how 
the head of cRe is thinking 
and how the service provider 
needs to respond with strong 
alignment yet challenging and 
progressive vision.

Notable industry achievement: 
The pfizer new york world 
headquarters relocation 
award. it was an opportunity 
to work with amazingly 
talented colleagues from 
almost all of the various 
services lines of the cushman 
& wakefield enterprise, such 
as brokerage, consulting, 
capital markets, and marketing. 
it was satisfying seeing the 
five years of exceptional 
Transaction management 
services provided on the 
corporate account through 
goS create a reputation and 
expectation that cushman & 
wakefield has not only the 
capabilities, but the chemistry 
to service the most important 
real estate requirement 
pfizer will undoubtedly have. 
watching in action executives 
like Josh kuriloff, bob knakal, 
peyton horn, Debra moritz, 
Adam Spies, Josh king, and 
of course John Santora with 
the constant support of Toby 
Dodd energized me while at 
the same time humbled me to 
what cushman & wakefield 
can provide as a world-class 
organization. Sharing in this 
win was truly a notable career 
highlight for me.

What’s something you’re 
most proud of? The five 
years that i served as an asset 
manager at the Resolution Trust 
corporation/federal Deposit 
insurance corporation during 
the S&l bailout were extremely 
rewarding. it was challenging 
and fulfilling to be a part of 
a ground up organization 
innovating asset disposition 
and management processes 
never before seen at this level 
or scope, with exposure to 
billions of dollars of assets with 
a demanding mission statement 
of accounting for, stabilizing 
and enhancing asset value to 
recycle government acquired 
assets back into the private 
sector as effectively and as 
efficiently as possible. About 
the same time, i augmented 
this service with an observatory 
assignment in warsaw, poland, 
which exposed me to real 
estate privatization and the 
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tALKINg wiTh TAlenT

practicalities of transforming a 
closed economy into an open 
structure. i was proud to see 
how our efforts at the RTc/
fDic were working effectively 
in the u.S. and how other 
countries could benefit from 
this type of approach to asset 
redistribution.

Is there a quote you live your 
life by? “when you talk, you 
are only repeating what you 
already know. but if you listen, 
you may learn something new.” 
- Dalai lama
        
What would most people 
be surprised to learn about 
you? i wear a suit and tie by 
day, and i’m a guitar slinger 
by night. i’m an avid rock 
and blues guitar player which 
really is a corollary to the vibe 
we have in the braverman 
household – expression through 
art. my 16-year-old daughter 
studies ballet and several 
years ago had the part of clara 
in the Radio city christmas 
Spectacular at the grand ‘ole 
opry in nashville and my 
19-year-old son is an aspiring 
die-hard jazz guitarist. As my 
wife can attest, there are a lot 
of pointe shoes and guitar picks 
lying around the house waiting 
to ruin the vacuum cleaner.

Why do you enjoy working 
at Cushman & Wakefield and 
in the commercial real estate 
industry? The people and 
a relentless commitment to 
serve the client with creative 
and adaptive solutions while 

never compromising integrity. 
i absolutely love this company 
and the people who make it 
up. my exposure to leaders like 
John Santora, Todd Schwartz, 
Ron loRusso, Jim fagan, Toby 
Dodd, and mike hart continues 
to feed my insatiable appetite 
to be the best that i can be 
as a real estate professional. i 
get goose-bumps when i think 
about how much i cherish being 
a part of this organization … 
like family! combining this 
passion for where i work with 
the commercial real estate 
industry in general where every 
day is new and exciting, where 
we are encouraged to look at 
things with fresh and cutting 
edge perspective, where we 
are challenged with problem-
solving, and where you are 
always moving forward meeting 
new people and coming up 
with new ideas, i consider both 
the industry and cushman 
& wakefield the ultimate 
compositional masterpiece 
from which to perform!

Warren with his family.

Warren playing guitar.

Warren playi
ng guitar.
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Location: london
 
years with the company: eight months

provide a brief overview of your day-to-day job: 
managing a team of five great and dedicated bid 
managers who relentlessly support goS tenders 
for new business opportunities, renewals, and 
presentations. 

What’s your team’s expertise? between my 
team, i reckon we have nearly 50 years of pitch 
experience under our belts. we write bids, project 
manage them, coach our teams to present with 
credibility, are good story tellers, and instill energy 
when everyone is getting tired. we are here to 
help goS teams develop business opportunities, 
but ultimately, we are incredibly driven when it 
comes to winning!

What’s one thing you want colleagues to know 
about your team: we are determined. we pitch 
day in and day out and my team is tirelessly 
supporting one bid after another. i am incredibly 
proud of my team’s dedication to grow our client 
base for cushman & wakefield, not just locally, but 
globally.

What’s the most exciting part of your job? 
every day is different. our clients want and need 
different services and because of that, pitching is 
hugely rewarding - we tailor goS offering, nothing 
is off-the-shelf, and clients tell us that this is 
exactly what differentiates us from the rest. 

Are there any best practices you would like to 
share? get ahead of the game. by that i mean 
“get to know your client” well before the tender/
presentation lands. That way, we can make sure 
we are getting our story and messages right – it’s 
so important to show we thought about the client 
and everything we offer is centered around them.

describe your career path to Cushman & 
Wakefield: i previously worked for DTZ. leaving 
the company five years ago was by far the most 
difficult decision i had to make. i am incredibly 
proud to have been asked to come back. having 
worked for a number of different companies and 
sectors in the past, real estate is running through 
my veins – i am so very happy to be part of 
cushman & wakefield again.

What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal 
time? Sports – running, cycling, snowboarding... 
you name it. Also, medieval history – i’m a bit of a 
geek in that respect.

What would people be surprised to learn about 
you? i cycled from london to paris once. it was 
possibly the biggest achievement in my life, apart 
from having three children, of course. 

Anything else you would like to share: working at 
cushman & wakefield allows me to meet amazing 
people. The power of the global network here is 
truly incredible. 

regina ellis
head of business Development, 
bid Team

Regina travelling.
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Location: San francisco
 
years with the company: nine months

provide a brief overview of your day-to-day job: 
no two days are the same. overseeing a team of 
more than 20 business development professionals 
means that every day involves some level of 
trouble-shooting, advising, strategizing, coaching 
people, sharing best practices, writing, editing, 
managing our pipeline, working on deadlines, and 
of course, there is always room for laughter and 
humor – i couldn’t survive without that!

What’s your team’s expertise? we are a high-
achieving team of more than 20 business 
development professionals – proposal managers, 
graphic designers, knowledge managers, and 
innovators. we are 100% focused on winning 
new business for cushman & wakefield. we 
partner with enterprise and portfolio Solutions 
sales leadership to manage complex global and 
regional Rfps. we work closely with eS and pS 
sales leads, solution leads, and subject matter 
experts across the firm to produce innovative 
new content and solutions, and winning proposals 
and presentations. To excel in our roles, we have 
to be proactive and collaborative, work calmly 
under pressure, and communicate clearly. Areas of 
expertise that are essential to our team’s success 
include people and project management, writing, 
editing, design, strategy, excellent communication 
skills, and attention to detail.

What’s one thing you want colleagues to know 
about your team: many of us are creatively-
inclined writers, designers and artists. we are a 
passionate and creative team always striving to 
do our best working under the stress of constant 
deadlines. 

What’s the most exciting part of your job? for 
me, it’s all about the people. i love working with 
all kinds of people and personalities, advising, 
inspiring, and coaching people. creating strong 
connections and building trust with the people 
and teams i work with every day is important to 
me. i am fortunate to work with many great people 
here at cushman & wakefield! it’s exciting when 
our teams’ hard work pays off and we win new 
business!

Are there any best practices you would like to 
share? meditating and exercising every day are 
essential for me – it helps me to be calm and 
grounded, inspires clarity, creativity, patience, 
and compassion when working with others in 
our stressful world of constant deadlines and 
distractions.

Notable industry achievement: i am proud to be 
a woman in a leadership position in this industry. 
i would love to see more women at all levels in 
commercial Real estate. 

describe your career path to Cushman & 
Wakefield: i began my career working for creative 
planning, design, and architecture firms in the 
San francisco bay Area. i completed a three-year 
master’s program in feng Shui in 2007 while i was 
working at a planning and design firm and offering 
residential and commercial consultations to clients 
in my spare time. i joined the commercial Real 
estate world ten years ago working for Jll in San 
francisco. i was the first Senior proposal manager 
they hired outside of the chicago headquarters. 
Today, i am so happy that i made the move to 
cushman & wakefield. every day i am thankful to 
be here – appreciating the culture, the people, the 
positive energy, and momentum!

Anne Cadigan
head of business Development, 
bid Team
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What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal 
time? i love hiking with my mini Aussie, frankie, 
and spending time in nature. i also love to go 
horseback riding. i practice bikram yoga and 
meditate every day.

What would people be surprised to learn about 
you? i was born in Durban, South Africa and my 
family was kicked out of the country when i was 
two years old during Apartheid. we ended up 
moving to Danbury, connecticut where my Dad 
got a job as the headmaster of a private boarding 
school. i spent my early years running around 
the beautiful campus of the wooster School in 
connecticut.

Table m
ountain

 in 

Cape Tow
n.

Anne with her dog.

Horseback riding in Arizona.

Anne in
 Botswa

na.
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Kevin hughes
president
portfolio Solutions

Location: cincinnati, oh
 
years with the company: 26 years

provide a brief overview of portfolio Solutions:  
The portfolio Solutions (pS) team partners with 
brokers and managing principals to source, 
solution, and win exclusive corporate accounts.
      
Is there anything about the portfolio Solutions 
team that others should know about? The pS team 
serves as a conduit from brokerage to the goS 
platform and works closely with the enterprise 
Solutions team. we also provide an important sales 
management function in support of our markets 
by identifying targets and coordinating pursuits of 
qualified corporate prospects.

Notable industry achievement: i’ve never 
accomplished anything flying solo. every win came 
about because of a strong and committed team. 
i’ve been blessed to be in a leadership role for 30 
years and i cannot remember ever losing a valued 
team member to a competitor. not once!
That is one thing that i am proud of.

describe your career path to Cushman & 
Wakefield: i started as an industrial broker. At age 
26, along with three others, i founded a company 
that, through m&A, became cassidy Turley. i left 
the business from 2009-2011 to run a non-profit, 
returning to capitalism with Jll as the leader of 
Transaction Services working for Tod lickerman. i 
came back to the “family” three years ago and i’m 
having a blast. This really is the most exciting firm 
in the industry.

give us one word or phrase that differentiates us 
from the competition: cushman & wakefield has a 
soul.

What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal time? 
being with my three grandkids, fitness and golf (i 
suck).

What would people be surprised to learn about 
you? i have coached four city championships 
(basketball & soccer). The other thing i rarely 
admit: i get choked up very easily, but never 
when i’m sad – only when i witness or experience 
something happy or beautiful….which is every day.
 

portfoLIo SoluTionS SpoTlighT

Kevin enjoy
ing the o

utdoors.

Kevin with his
 wife and 

grandchildre
n.

Kevin with GOS colleagues.
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huAWeI 
team: claude bernatchez, Andrew Dale, natina 
wong, Jackson Zhang & brandon Zhou
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: china
Services: integrated facilities management

IBm
team: Andrew carmichael, brigid chan, Tom 
gibson & Sharon wee
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: ASeAn
Services: portfolio Development Services

mICroSoft
team: kent foster, guy masse & Jean-Sebastien 
Vincent
New / renewal / expansion: Renewal
Location: montreal, Quebec
Services: Transaction management & office 
leasing

moNdeLez
team: gerald Datario, Ricardo Jale & haidee lim
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: manila
Services: project management

mS AmLIN
team: Julie broom, felipe campos, mark preston, 
Dieter van bijnen & colin wingham
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: europe – holland, belgium, france, 
germany & Switzerland
Services: facilities management

ALtICe North AmerICA
team: Rick bagy, Rick cleveland, christine colley, 
Toby Dodd, Raul esparza, beth forstneger, michael 
hart, george hauch, peter hennessy, conor kenny, 
kevin mccann, machell Roller, Joe Sadak, Todd 
Schwartz, liz Sharp, megan Snyder & Anthony 
Zissel
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: north America: hQ in bethpage, ny
Services: Transactions, facilities management, 
lease Administration & portfolio Strategy 

BrIStoL-myerS SQuIBB
team: pete brohoski, Alex Diaz, Jill gambino, Ryan 
Rawls & Shirley Roberts
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: Tri-State
Services: Transaction management

Ch2m hILL CompANIeS, Ltd.
team: Antonia cardone, chris Johnke, Tyler 
kellogg, chris larson, cale miller, John Reynolds, 
Joe Solarte, Derek woodburn, martin woodrow & 
olan young
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: Denver, colorado
Services: Transaction management

CIeNA
team: chris browne, Tim eichholz, J glasgow, kelly 
hackett, bridgette hoeft, Julie o’Donnell, greg 
Schuster, colette Temmink & Jesssica worley
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: global
Services: integrated facilities management, 
Transaction management, project & Development 
Services, portfolio Administration, Strategic 
consulting and occupancy planning

Following are GOS 
Wins in Q2 2017
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orACLe CorporAtIoN 
team: Shaun Jenkinson, guillaume hemery, kavita 
modha & pascale newcombe
New / renewal / expansion: Renewal
Location: emeA
Services: Transaction management

roChe
team: mei chiang, Vivien chong, Sharon wee & 
perci wu 
New / renewal / expansion: new 
Location: Taipei
Services: leasing, workplace Strategy, change 
and project management Services

rogerS CommuNICAtIoNS
team: lloyd cooper, nick Dauphinee, lindsay 
kitcher, erik langburt, katya Shabanova & george 
Tedder
New / renewal / expansion: Renewal 
Location: montreal, Quebec
Services: Transaction management & office 
leasing

Snapshot: The 266,000-square-foot (sf), 16-and-a 
half-year renewal was completed after a diligent 
market search for relocation options. 

Rogers is a leading canadian communications and 
media company offering wireless communications 
services, cable television, high-speed internet, 
information technology, and telephony services to 
consumers and businesses. They also offer radio 
and television broadcasting, sports, televised and 
online shopping, magazines, and digital media.

The transaction included the re-branding 
of the iconic place bonaventure for Rogers, 

including a new building entrance, signage, 
and branding package— screens and media 
advertising throughout the $1.5 million sf complex. 
negotiations also yielded a green roof deck, 
upgrades to the base building system including 
electrical, lighting, hVAc, generators, etc. and 
common area, and a re-configuration of the 
Rogers footprint for the implementation of their 
new employee workplace plan.

rpm mortgAge
team: Tyler kellogg & mitch hertz
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: Alamo, california
Services: Transaction management & portfolio 
Administration

SheLL
team: Alpha baltazar, Andrew carmichael, Tom 
gibson,  haidee lim, kartik mani, Rob parker & neil 
portillo  
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: manila
Services: Transaction management

Snapshot: cushman & wakefield has been 
appointed for the project management of the fit-
out for Shell’s new manila headquarters – a major 
18-month project covering technical due diligence, 
design, tendering, construction and handover. 

This is a special win as this will be Shell’s 
only project in ApAc this year that involves a 
significant capex investment given the low oil price 
environment has forced Shell cut costs across all 
functions, and annual Real estate budgets have 
dropped by over 70%.  Shell is looking to move 
their philippines hQ office from an aging building 
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SWIft
team: Jon cooper & ian gray
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: uk
Services: facilities management

vertex
team: christian brooks, Jon cooper, ian gray, 
pasquale lorusso, kelly hepburn & Andrew Smart
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: emeA
Services: facilities management & program 
management

voLKSWAgeN
team: eva escaig, Viktoria Reiser & Dr. michael 
Thiele
New / renewal / expansion: new
Location: global (excluding the u.S.)
Services: Transaction management & mSA

Snapshot: Volkswagen Ag (Vw) has awarded 
cushman & wakefield a three-year framework 
contract as a global service provider for 
transaction services. The contract covers 
Transaction management, Valuation & Advisory 
and project management and can be used by the 
entire Volkswagen group, including brands such as 
Audi, porsche, SeAT, Skoda, mAn, Scania, bentley, 
bugatti, lamborghini and Ducati. The appointment 
puts cushman & wakefield on a panel of advisors 
along with Jll and cbRe.
 
The team for the pitch consisted of Tobias nickisch 
(who led the bid process), michael Thiele and 
Richard middleton supported by Regina ellis and 
Dominic Daymond in the enterprise Solutions 
team. Tobias is the global account manager.
 
“This is an exciting moment for GOS. It 
demonstrates that we are a truly global service 
line and the success we can achieve from an 
integrated approach.” – Michael Thiele, Head of 
Global Occupier Services, Germany
 
 “This is another great success for our GOS 
team in Germany. It shows we have put in place 
the right strategy and team to win the trust, 
and service the real estate needs of, German 
corporates globally.” – Richard Middleton, Head 
of Account Management & Client Services, Global 
Occupier Services, EMEA

in makati city to a new development in suburban 
district. This project has been in planning stages 
for over 3 years and is now poised to secure 
internal approvals.

The key to securing the win was the strength 
of Shell’s relationship with goS Transaction 
management and a pursuit strategy involving 
Tm, regional pDS and pDS manila teams.  The 
pitch played to our strengths – our organizational 
culture of health & Safety, our local team’s 
extensive track record, and our assurance to 
Shell of implementing their stringent standards 
on hSSe, workplace standards, and governance 
process.  

cushman & wakefield is on a panel of two 
suppliers for global transactions and valuations 
and competed with Shell’s global preferred pm 
provider on this bid.
 
Regional pDS business Development Director 
Andrew carmichael said the transaction 
management team played a pivotal role in 
positioning the pDS service line to secure the win:
 
“[Account Managers] Kartik Mani and Rob 
Parker did a great job of positioning the PDS 
service line on this one. It was a great showing 
of local capability between the Manila team and 
Tom Gibson [Director, Project Delivery, APAC], 
connectivity with procurement and regional 
team’s interaction with Shell leadership.” 

Jason Whitcombe (Managing Director, Account 
Management, GOS APAC) also commented, “This 
is terrific news and a big well done to the team. 
This is precisely how collaboration should work at 
Cushman & Wakefield”. 
 
The team is now initiating the project’s first 
stages, working on the contractual engagement 
and being inducted into Shell’s hSSe protocols. 
The philippines project management team for 
this instruction will be led by haidee lim and neil 
portillo and business development support has 
been provided by Alpha baltazar. 

SIemeNS pLC 
team: ed neild & michael Thiele 
New / renewal / expansion: expansion
Location: uk
Services: Transaction management
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We are excited to introduce 
this quarter’s influencers. 

emma Botting
Associate Director, ApAc

Location: Singapore 
 
years with the company: five

Notable industry achievement: i’m proud to have been part 
of the award-winning london occupier Team, which gave 
me great exposure to interesting clients and exciting high-
profile projects. i am also proud to have implemented the 
successful “young clients Series,” which has increased our 
exposure to the rising stars amongst our clients through 
a series of formal and informal events. highlights have 
included informative and insightful breakfast briefings on 
how technology is disrupting the retail, residential, and 
office sectors, how brexit is affecting investment across the 
different uk sectors, as well as some fun evenings enjoying a 
wine tasting session and an open-air cinema.
 
What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal time? 
i love being outdoors and, luckily, south-east Asia provides 
me with year-round sunshine to hike, swim, and (attempt 
to) surf. i’ve recently learned to scuba dive, so i spend 
most weekends traveling the region in search of turtles, 
barracudas, and other incredible marine wildlife. i’m also a 
keen runner, and in a moment of madness, i just signed up 
for the Singapore marathon. 

What would people be surprised to learn about you? 
i’m a volunteer member of girl guiding, which has taken 
me on some exciting trips to madagascar, iceland, and 
Switzerland, as well as a trip to St. James’ palace where i 
was presented the “Queen’s guide Award” by the countess 
of wessex. girl guiding Singapore is, similarly to cushman 
& wakefield, celebrating its centenary this year, and i’m 
looking forward to volunteering at the centenary camp 
in the Singapore botanic gardens later this year! 

CLICK BeLoW to WAtCh emmA’S vIdeo 

Emma scuba diving.
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Location: frankfurt

years with the company: Since march 2017 

Notable industry achievement: Significantly increasing 
occupancy levels to a private uk investment portfolio 
containing many challenging properties in very difficult 
market conditions during 2009-2011.

What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal time? 
Anything outdoors and watching football, including my 
adopted german team 1.fc köln.

What would people be surprised to learn about you? 
i can run a 5k well under 25 minutes which is usually 
met with surprise.

tom owen
Senior consultant
Account management, emeA

Tom running.

Tom enjoying the outdoors.

Tom at a f
ootball 

game.

CLICK BeLoW to WAtCh tom'S vIdeo 
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mariana rodriguez-Beltrán 
pDS commercial manager & pmo
mexico, central America & 
caribbean, Americas

Location: mexico city
 
years with the company: four

Notable industry achievement: “project manager 
of the year 2013” for the project marsh mclennan 
companies in mexico city.
 
What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal time? 
Theater, reading, and road trips.

What would people be surprised to learn about you? 
i was selected to play in the pan Americans 
representing mexico in the Softball team in 2003.

Mariana
 at a 

Wine Cellar.

Mariana sightseeing.

 Mariana a
t Waterloo.
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Location: new york city

years with the company: Three 

Notable industry achievement: i was honored to receive 
the “Rising Star Award” at this year’s goS Americas awards 
ceremony.

What hobbies do you enjoy in your personal time? i’ve 
lived in new york for about three years and love that there 
are always new things to see and do. i spend a decent 
amount of my time volunteering with great organizations 
through the new york Junior league.  i also spend a lot of 
time with my family including my three brothers and our 
large extended family in the tri-state area.  

What would people be surprised to learn about you? i love 
to travel and try to go somewhere new at least once a year. 
my favorite trip, so far, was to the beautiful country of South 
Africa a few years ago.

mary o’Connor
Senior hR manager 
Americas

Mary rec
eiving t

he Rising 

Star Award.

 Tara Gibney discussing 

Mary’s achievements.
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Q&A

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

Stand-up comedian or Juggler.

BrIAN p. veLo
EVP, Enterprise 

Solutions
chicago

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

belting out a bollywood ballad.

JyotI gANeSh
Managing Director, Strategic 
Account Management and 

Client Experience
east greenwich, Ri

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

Raise the mood in a group.

vIKtorIA reISer                
Senior Consultant             

munich

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

 i am a full-licensed stop / go 
traffic warden. i can also pull 

off some interesting yoga 
moves.

Amy KeLLy            
Senior Manager 

Communications, APAC        
Singapore

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

100% a pro golfer (more 
aspirational than reality!)

ANdreW CArmIChAeL
Director, Client Services 
– Project & Development 

Services, APAC
Singapore

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

i’m a really fast reader – not 
sure that anyone would be 

interested in watching that in a 
talent show though – although 

it helps in my job!

JAde rogerS
Bid Manager

Enterprise Solutions
london

LoNdoN

muNICh

ChICAgo

SINgApore

eASt greeNWICh,rI

St. LouIS, mo

If you were in a talent 
show, what would your 

talent be?  

ice hockey.  not sure if i could 
enter that into a talent show, 

but it is something i enjoy very 
much.

rICK BAgy
Senior Vice 
President
St. louis
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Sustainability team
Q&A

Alex Spilger    
Senior Vice president 
Sustainability Services

tell us a little more about you: i am an engineer 
by training and am fortunate to have worn many 
different hats within the sustainability industry.
i’ve worked as an energy engineer, a green 
building consultant and most recently served 
as Director of Sustainability for a large gc prior 
to joining cushman & wakefield. i’ve been lucky 
to work with incredible clients such as google, 
Salesforce, Skype, gopro, comcast, 
wolverine worldwide, and the wharton School of 
business among others.

As a former teacher, i’ve always been passionate 
about education. i’ve taught more than 300 green 
building workshops across the globe through 
organizations such as the uSgbc, AiA and the 
Stanford graduate School of business. education 
provides an excellent opportunity to get cushman 
& wakefield in front of potential clients and to 
provide thought leadership in industry.  
      
Notable industry achievement:
•	first well Ap & well faculty in all of cushman  
 & wakefield.
•	consulted on google’s Real estate & workplace 
 Services headquarters. 
•	presented at corenet annual Summit four years  
 on a row.
•	participated in 2013 and 2014 world economic 
 forum in Davos, Switzerland.
•	Taught full-day green building training in bogota, 
 colombia all in Spanish.
•	Volunteered in remote mountains of central  
 America for one year through harvard-based 
 non-profit.

What’s something you’re most proud of? 
•	building a sustainability & wellness practice from 
 the ground-up, building out a great team.
•	lecturing at Stanford, berkeley, and wharton 
 business schools.
•	Taking one year off from industry to volunteer 
 through worldTeach a harvard-based non-profit 
 focused on providing training and opportunity to 
 underserved areas.
•	Related to the above, completing a miniature 
 documentary film on a coffee farming family  
 in costa Rica with the purpose of connecting  
 grower, roaster and consumer. 

Alex present
ing at the 

Wharton Business School.
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tell us about the Wellness & Sustainability 
practice: our wellness & Sustainability practice
is focused on providing solutions for our clients
that center around site selection, energy, water,
waste, materials, and human health & wellness. 
we have a talented & diverse team working on 
projects across the globe. much of our work 
in the wellness space utilizes the well and/
or fitwel frameworks to develop customized 
strategies for clients. 

What’s something you want everyone to 
know: we have a talented & diverse team 
focused on implementing Sustainability & 
wellness strategies for clients across the globe. 
we have worked with some of the largest, most 
successful companies in the world including 
google, Skype, Salesforce, Adobe, & genentech 
and have grown by more than 25% in each of 
the past four years.

how can clients benefits from engaging with 
your team? implementing sustainability and 
wellness strategies has a tangible return on 
investment for our clients, whether relating to 
energy cost savings or increased employee 
productivity.

Allison Kim    
Vice president 
Sustainability Services

discuss the new headquarters and its’ 
sustainability and wellness updates: cushman 
& wakefield global headquarters in chicago is 
pursuing leeD v4 certification for commercial 
interiors and well building Standard certification 
for new interiors. The leeD system features 
significant improvements in water, energy 
efficiency, daylighting, air quality, and smart
material selection. The well building system
incorporates features focused on the health and
wellbeing of building occupants. This includes
healthier food choices, sit-stand desks, layout for
physical movement, quiet zones, daylighting, and
glare control.

Chicago global headquarters, Centennial Hall.
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Being green pays off: Cushman 
& Wakefield Wins eNergy StAr 
Sustained excellence Award

cushman & wakefield has been named a 2017 
eneRgy STAR partner of the year – Sustained 
excellence Award winner for continued leadership 
in protecting our environment through superior 
energy efficiency achievements. The firm’s 
accomplishments  
were recognized by 
the u.S. environmental 
protection Agency 
(epA) and the u.S. 
Department of energy 
in washington D.c. in 
April.

cushman & wakefield, an eneRgy STAR partner 
since 2013, will be honored for a number of 
innovations and actions benefiting clients and its 
own corporate real estate portfolio, including:

AdvertISINg & AWArdS

Chicago Business Journal’s 2017 
Women of Influence
 
Chicago Business Journal recently announced 
its 2017 women of influence, which included 
Adrienne fasano, Americas head of marketing and 
communications. 

The women recognized have made an impact 
both professionally and in their communities, and 
found success in a range of businesses affecting 
the chicago economy, including health care, law, 
real estate, and finance. They’ve also been active 
in mentoring younger executives, working with 
nonprofit organizations, and pursuing charitable 
endeavors.

The 2017 partner of the year – Sustained excellence 
Awards are bestowed upon a diverse set of 
organizations that have demonstrated continued 
leadership in energy efficiency. winners hail from 
small, family-owned businesses to fortune 500 
organizations—representing energy-efficient 
products, services, new homes, and buildings in the 
commercial, industrial, and public sectors. 

 � Releasing cushman & wakefield’s 
inaugural corporate Responsibility 
report detailing the firm’s commitment 
to environmental, social, and 
governance initiatives.

 � merging three legacy firms’ master 
accounts to create our updated 
national eneRgy STAR portfolio 
manager account, ensuring our 
growing portfolio is benchmarked.

 � earning the eneRgy STAR for 297 
buildings in 2016.

 � enrolling 10 building across diverse 
regions in epA’s national building 
competition.

 � Training more than 150 cushman & 
wakefield associates, property teams, 
and engineers on how to benchmark in 
portfolio manager.

 � conducting broker trainings in Atlanta, 
boston, charlotte, chicago,philadelphia, 
los Angeles, new york, and 
washington D.c.

 � Training for a major global corporate 
occupier tenant on energy 
management and efficiency practices 
leveraging eneRgy STAR best 
practices and resources.

 � communicating our energy goals and 
successes to a broader audience 
including building tenants, clients, 
and the greater communities through 
campaigns such as powerful ideas®, 
Daylight hour, corporate blog posts, 
tenant events, and social media.
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the global outsourcing 100 Award 
IAop

The international Association of outsourcing 
professionals (iAop) has once again honored 
cushman & wakefield with The global outsourcing 
100 leaders recognition, which acknowledges the 
top 75 global outsourcing firms. Additionally, iAop 
recognized cushman & wakefield as a “Super 
Star” company based on superlative scores in five 
judging categories – size and growth, customer 
references, awards and certifications, programs 
for innovation, and programs for corporate social 
responsibility – and for Sustained excellence, 
noting our position on The global outsourcing 100 
for six consecutive years. 

now in its 
13th year, 
iAop’s global 
outsourcing 
100 is featured 
in the June 
issue of fortune 

magazine and provides information about the 
quality of outsourced services for current and 
potential customers, providers, and advisors. 

we would like to give special thanks to Bailey 
Webb, corporate public Relations Director, 
and Katrina fenrick, knowledge manager, for 
compiling the submission.

AdvertISINg & AWArdS

Supplier of the year Award for 
diversity 
 
ericsson held its annual Strategic Supplier Summit 
at the north American headquarters in plano, 
Texas. ericsson’s Sourcing organization puts this 
Summit on in order to bring together a select 
group of innovative speakers at the forefront 
of its icT transformation to discuss areas of 
strategic focus and showcase innovative ideas. 
The Summit also provides ericsson’s suppliers 
with the opportunity to expand their networks and 
influence future initiatives with ericsson.

At this summit, Steve 
Quick, chief executive, 
goS, and Lloyd 
Lechtenberg, global 
Account Director—
ericsson Account, were 
honored to accept the 
Diversity Supplier of 
the year Award for our 
contribution to ericsson’s 
Diversity program, which 
encourages the use of minority, woman, and 
disabled veteran-owned businesses. by leveraging 
our vast supplier base, cushman & wakefield 
achieved nearly $11m to date in Tier 2 spend 
for diversity suppliers performing contracted 
services on ericsson’s behalf. This is a significant 
accomplishment and an important initiative that 
we are proud to support. we look forward to 
continuing to partner with ericsson on important 
programs such as this.

CoreNet Luminary Award Winner in 
Shanghai
 
Sheridan Ware, chief information officer, Asia 
pacific, has been honored as a luminary Award 
winner at the corenet global Summit in Shanghai. 
Sheridan’s session, “Drones: eyes in the Sky or 
hurdles To cross?,” was highly rated. This award 
is a symbol of excellence, presented to those 
achieving performance ratings in the top 10% of all 
moderators and speakers at each Summit.

IAOP’s Global Outsourcing 100 recognition 
is an essential element we use to display 
the value we provide to clients. We are 
once again honored to be a part of this 
prestigious recognition and look forward to 
partnering with IAOP in the future.

- Steve Quick, 
  Chief executive, goS 
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goS marketing Wins five platinum 
hermes Creative Awards 

our global occupier Services marketing team 
received five platinum accolades in the 2017 
hermes creative Awards competition. our 
marketing deliverables earned top honors among 
competitors including major international brands 

and leading fortune 
500 companies. This 
accomplishment 
stands as a testimony 
to our world-class 
talent and the 
immeasurable value 
our firm provides to 
clients.

educational video: co-working Video

marketing (product) video: 
global occupier metrics Video

marketing (Service) video: 
fuSion Technology Video

Integrated marketing materials: 
goS heroes – video and comic book  
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Administered and judged by the Association of 
marketing and communication professionals, 
the hermes creative Awards is an international 
competition that identifies and rewards 
outstanding achievements in creativity and design 
of traditional and emerging media, programs, 
and technologies. The 2017 competition received 
more than 6,000 entries from around the world, 
including corporate marketing and communication 
departments, advertising agencies, pR firms, 
graphic design shops, production companies, web 
and digital creators, and freelancers. 
 
congratulations to our outstanding professionals 
on this prestigious and well-deserved honor!

Culture of oneness Award
 
congratulations to Jeff green, managing Director, 
goS, who was awarded the industrial Americas 
culture of oneness Award.  presented by John 
morris at last month’s global industrial conference, 
the award recognized Jeff for his outstanding 
efforts to leverage and advance the greater 
industrial platform.

the Communicator Awards
 
goS publications, The Occupier Edge 
and The occupier news, each won a 2017 

communicator Award for 
excellence in marketing 
and communications. The 
communicator Awards are 
the leading international 
awards program recognizing 
big ideas in marketing and 
communications and receive 
more 6,000 entries from 

companies and agencies of all sizes, making it one 
of the largest awards of its kind in the world.

publication overall: The Occupier Edge

DOMINIC BROWN
Head of Research, Australia & New Zealand 
dominic.brown@cushwake.com

Location. Location. Location. 
Five Ways to Maximize Office 
Relocation Opportunities
Globally, office markets are diversifying. The rise of new fringe markets, suburban 
markets and bespoke business parks have provided fierce competition to established 
central business district (CBD) locations. Along with decisions surrounding country 
and city locations, occupiers now have to assess a range of potential locations within 
a city as well. While this presents a range of opportunities, each of the markets and 
sub-markets offer their own set of advantages and disadvantages. 

8 The Occupier Edge

I D E A S  I N T O  A C T I O N

Cushman & Wakefield’s Global Occupier Services delivers real estate 

solutions to companies, government groups, and institutions. From reducing 

operational costs and managing risk to making your workforce more engaged 

and productive. What can our team do for you? cushmanwakefield.com

G L O B A L  O C C U P I E R  S E R V I C E S

IN A COMPLEX MARKET

WE DELIVER 
INSIGHT, SOLUTIONS, AND RESULTS.

edgethe occupier

Insights and Trends
from Cushman & Wakefield’s  

Global Real Estate Experts

FOURTH EDITION | 2017

Jeff green, managing 
Director, goS, and John 
morris, emD, logistics & 
industrial Services lead, 
Americas.
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2017 Americas goS Awards

congratulations to the winners of our Annual 
Americas goS Awards! These outstanding 
professionals were recently recognized for their 
groundbreaking and innovative work over the past 
year, which truly embodied our winning culture. 
please join us in congratulating all of our winners 
and nominees. (Listed alphabetically).

the Shepard Award 

Kay Barrett was the recipient 
of this year’s Shepard Award 
for individual excellence, which 
is given to an employee who 
has demonstrated consistent 
achievement and best-in-class 
performance in their respective 
functional area. 

the fusion Award

Alex diaz received the fusion Award, which is 
given to an individual who has demonstrated 
significant partnership between goS and markets. 

This award will be presented 
annually to the enterprise 
principal that has sourced the 
most significant individual 
or aggregate new business 
involving our market brokers. 

 Nominees: 
 � kay barrett 
 � Ryan Rawls
 � Joe Tocco 

the Constellation Award

J glasgow was the recipient of 
this year’s constellation Award. 
The constellation Award was 
developed as the embodiment 
of our business’ collegial and 
winning culture. each year, 
the constellation Award 
is given to the enterprise, 

portfolio, or bDR2 team member who has best 
demonstrated the collective spirit, commitment, 
and development of the culture and growth of our 
team and of our firm.    

the Sirius Award

mike hart received this year’s 
Sirius Award. The Sirius Award, 
is given to the enterprise Team 
member who has executed 
contracts that deliver, in total, 
the highest annual ebiTDA 
to the firm - whether for new 
business, renewal, or expansion. As we are a sales 
organization, we are focused on growth - bottom 
line and top line. This award is given based on 
100% objective, quantifiable criteria. 

the rising Star Award

mary o’Connor was honored 
with the Rising Star Award, 
which is given to a goS 
individual less than 10 years 
into his/her career at cushman 
& wakefield, who clearly 
demonstrated upward mobility 
through proactive solution 

delivery and shows an attitude of continuous 
learning and growth.    

 Nominees: 
 � mary o’connor
 � Tim eicholtz
 � carly flapper
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the Stellar Award 

Sean o’donoghue and his team 
received the Stellar Award 
for their work on Verizon. 
The Stellar Award for change 
management is awarded to 
the Account Director, Account 
Team, and Transition team who 
tackled the most challenging 
new or renewal transition, delivering exceptional 
results to our client, account team and cushman & 
wakefield. 

the Apollo Award

The Apollo Award is presented to the team who 
proactively sought to work together across lines 
of business to pursue and win business, creating 
a client outcome that far exceeded an individual 
approach.  

congratulations to the pfizer 
team for their collaborative 
effort in securing pfizer’s 
global hQ relocation 
assignment. The team who 
secured this win executed 
cushman & wakefield’s 
platform masterfully and serve 

as an example of what it means to be best in class.

The pfizer global hQ team was led by Warren 
Braverman and Josh Kuriloff, executive Vice 
chairmen. The core project team included:

 � Adam Spies, chairman capital markets

 � debra moritz, executive managing Director,  
 global business consulting

 � peyton horn, managing Director, corporate  
 finance & investment banking. 

AdvertISINg & AWArdS

 Nominees: 
 � Sean o’Donoghue (Verizon)
 � Valerie Torres (Dollar financial group)
 � ed o’neill (chrysler)

 Nominees: 
 � nicole goldsmith (citi)
 � cat cotman (Ameriprise & Avaya)
 � nick Rossini (AmD & pg&e)

in addition, an incredible cast came together to 
win the assignment that included:
Bob Knakal, Josh King, Janice Stanton, Andrew 
Braver, Jason greenstone, Ashley Chase, Anthony 
pasqual, Conrad oberbeck, molly Brannon, 
melissa Siegel, richard persichetti, paul Barako,  
and Lauren hale.

the Compass Award

The compass Award is presented to an individual 
that successfully took an “at-risk” account and 
was able to transform and/or optimize such that 
the client’s overall satisfaction with cushman & 
wakefield significantly improved and put cushman 
& wakefield in good standings with the client. Nick 
rossini was the recipient of this year’s compass 
Award for his work with AmD and pg&e. 

the polaris Award

greg trusso was honored 
with this year’s polaris Award 
for leadership, given to a 
leader and role model who 
has consistently gone above 
and beyond his/her scope of 
responsibilities to successfully 
inspire and lead their team, as well as influence 
the broader goS and cushman & wakefield 
community with thought leadership, innovation, 
and strategic relationship building.

 Nominees: 
 � warren braverman
 � Raul esparza
 � greg Trusso 
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the digital Advantage

Kevin Luchansky, Digital Analyst, recently shared 
his insights on how commercial real estate 
firms can adopt and increase its investments in 
technologies to help drive innovation and growth 
in order to become Digital leaders for 2017. listen 
to kevin as he addresses how top-performing 
cRe companies can successfully adopt digital 
technologies and social networks to plan, innovate, 
measure results, interact with customers, and 
create value. 

See media placements highlighting James’ 
roadshow. 

the “gig” Isn’t up for James 
maddock 

James maddock, head of emeA, goS, hit the road 
to talk all things “gig economy.” Spanning over a 
period of six months covering the uk, Australia, 
czech Republic and Amsterdam, James presented 
to clients and colleagues on the new sharing 
economy shaping the future of work. As the role of 
smart machines, robotics, and artificial intelligence 
grow and more temporary jobs are created, it 
is not only ‘digital disruptors’ adopting these 
‘gig’ workers (often referred to as consultants, 
contractors, freelancers or temp workers), there 
are a multitude of industries 
embracing this fast growing 
‘gig economy’ which is 
comprised of 20-30% of the 
working population. 

Discover more in the fourth 
edition of The Occupier Edge 
in “The gig is up” article.

James maddock, at a stop on his roadshow. 

James and goS colleagues. 
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Ever dream of having the 
flexibility to work wherever you 
want? Working less, but getting 
paid more? Setting your own 
hours? Ultimately being your own 
boss?

Who doesn’t like the sound of 
that?

Thanks to free communication 
channels and globalised networks, 
this dream has become an 
achievable reality for the fast 
growing ‘Gig Economy,’ which 
is comprised of 20-30% of the 
working population or 162m 
people worldwide. 
These ‘gig’ workers – often referred to as 
consultants, contractors, freelancers or 
temp workers – are ultimately changing 
the corporate landscape and how we work. 
Now, companies can much more easily hire 
non-permanent employees on an as needed 
basis, while gig workers are enjoying the 
freedom, flexibility and work life balance 
they crave. Everyone wins.

SAYING HELLO TO YOUR DREAM WORKPLACE

JAMES MADDOCK
Head of Global Occupier Services 
EMEA 
james.maddock@cushwake.com
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80%  
of people are 
dissatisfied  
with their jobs

4 The Occupier Edge

The gig economy Occupier Edge video has 
been watched for a total of 277 minutes. 
Additionally, the gig economy article has 
been the most popular blog post, receiving 
1,422 page views.
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mix Interiors magazine featuring 
giles flaxton

giles flaxton, Regional facilities manager – emeA, 
goS, was featured in mix interior magazine in 
the article title, “Designing an experience.” in 
this article, he shared his firsthand knowledge 
of design and how the workplace is influential in 
attracting and retaining the right people. he also 
explained that it’s crucial to get the operation side 
right. Read more below.

Bound for Change: promoting 
diversity of minority Women in 
facilities management

rian tara Johnson, marketing manager – Americas, 
goS, shared her perspective on the diversity of 
minority women in facilities management on the 
c&w Services blog.

Cushman & Wakefield global 
occupier Services photo Library 

we asked colleagues to take photos of their 
everyday lives to capture who we are, what we 
see around the word and to help us build a photo 
library. look below to see how exciting, different 

and unique every 
global colleagues’ 
life is. 
 
photography 
is a powerful 
tool to convey 
a message. 
whether it’s 
to deliver a 

more impactful message, to convince the value 
of our services or to enhance otherwise dull 
slides – photos are useful in all situations. never 
underestimate the power of strong photography in 
your presentation designs. 

earth day Summit at Wharton 
Business School

Alex Spilger presented at The wharton business 
School’s annual earth Day Summit.  The Summit 
brings together business leaders & top faculty 
from across the country to focus on how 
businesses & universities can create solutions to 
our environmental 
challenges. 
 
Alex presented on 
the ‘people’ side 
of sustainability, highlighting the intersection 
between human health and the built environment. 
health and wellness continues to be an important 
focus for our clients.  cushman & wakefield’s goS 
Sustainability practice is well-positioned to lead 
the efforts – working with clients large and small 
to develop corporate wellness strategies and apply 
the well & fitwel building Standards.
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global Survey 

As the official polling sponsor, cushman & 
wakefield was the only service provider to get 
stage time during the opening ceremony, when 
Steve Quick opened the Security Risks poll, and 
the closing ceremony, when Chris Browne raffled 
off a gopro hero 5 to a winning voter. A white 
paper is now being produced using data from all 
three global summits (including emeA and north 
America from 2016).

Social media and Communications 

wechat, the biggest 
social media platform 
in china, was a major 
differentiator for us at this 
year’s conference. one 
single post on corenet 
resulted in 19,000+ views 
and 700+ likes, which is 
the company record. we 
also produced a video 
(388 views, 4 likes), 26 
tweets, 6 linkedin posts, 
2 facebook posts and 
sent daily internal updates 
to more than 1,300 
recipients.

eveNtS

Cushman & Wakefield dominates 
CoreNet global Summit in Shanghai
 
cushman & wakefield lived up to its reputation as 
the disruptor brand at this year’s corenet global 
Summit in Shanghai. As a Diamond sponsor with 
35 attendees, we had a commanding presence 
throughout the summit where we truly brought to 
life our “ideas into Action” theme. 

Branding
 
our booth was designed as an ‘ideas incubator’ 
space – a co-working, brainstorming center 
located in a premiere location in the main foyer. 
on the large chalkboard backdrop, an illustration 
artist captured hot topics into storyboards and 
infographics to keep the look and feel of the booth 
fresh throughout the two-day event.

19,000+

700+

Views

Likes
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Awards and nominations 

congratulations to michael Casolo, president, 
client Solutions, goS, for being named to the 
corenet global board of Directors. michael was 
nominated for this position due to his leadership, 
support and dedication to corenet global. 
his nomination is evidence of his efforts and 
achievements in the 
commercial real estate 
industry. michael started 
his three-year term at 
the summit.

Sheridan Ware, chief 
information officer, 
Asia pacific, has been 
honored as a luminary 
Award winner following 
the summit for her 
session, “Drones: eyes 
in the Sky or hurdles 
To cross?” The session 
was rated 4.8 out of 5 by attendees, placing her in 
the top 10% of all moderators and speakers at the 
Summit and earning her the distinction.

Additionally, congratulations to emily gray, 
executive Director, Transaction management, who 
was named the hong kong chapter winner of the 
young leader of the year award.

events 

our centennial-themed cocktail party was the 
highlight of the summit and featured a parkour 
performance and one of the best DJs in Shanghai. 
The event, at pop Restaurant, 3 on the bund, 
attracted a capacity crowd of around 300 who 
danced on until the early hours. we also invited 
clients including unilever, huawei, uTc and 
Qualcomm to an exclusive centennial-themed 
client dinner at Jean georges restaurant on the 
first night of the summit.

michael Casolo 
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As part of our commitment to diversity and 
inclusion, cushman & wakefield was also one 
of the key sponsors at the Supply nation gala 
Awards, where we celebrated the achievements 
of individuals and organizations who demonstrate 
that supplier diversity is everyone’s business.

eveNtS

Cushman & Wakefield Shines at 
Supply Nation
 
cushman & wakefield’s stand-out booth ensured 
our presence was noticed at the Supply nation 
trade show held at the Sydney convention center 
recently. The trade show, which showcased 
products and services in the largest exhibition of 
indigenous-owned businesses in Australia, was a 
huge success, with more than 155 exhibitors.

Through facilitating partnerships and creating 
long-term relationships, Supply nation and 
cushman & wakefield seek an alignment of supply 
chain management values that assist in closing 
the gap between indigenous and non-indigenous 
Australians. This is done by accelerating pathways 
providing social and economic value for individuals 
and the community that result in real and 
measurable change.

At the event’s 
knowledge 
forum, 
delegates had 
the opportunity 
to share global 
insights, a local 
focus, practical 
strategies, 
and their 

vision for supplier diversity success in Australia. 
cushman & wakefield’s Stuart Smith, head of 
procurement AnZ, participated in a session 
discussing procurement 101 among a lineup of 
local and international experts from government, 
corporations and small businesses. 

Leaders of tomorrow Conference
 
more than 45 
of cushman 
& wakefield’s 
emerging 
leaders from 
the Americas, 
ApAc and 
emeA 
attended the 
two-and-
a-half day 
“leaders 
of Tomorrow” conference on the gold coast, 
Australia. Designed to develop, stretch, and test 
the resilience of our emerging leaders, the event 
featured sessions on selling, presentation skills, 
goal-setting, and improving one’s personal brand. 

The sessions were facilitated by both external 
industry experts and some of cushman & 
wakefield’s top talent in ApAc who shared their 
stories, journeys and learnings with the conference 
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in his keynote speech, david hutchings, head 
of european investment Strategy offered his 
perspectives on how to set a course and position 
investments for the best chance of success, 
through a comprehensive overview of the sources 
and destinations of capital. 

Sigrid zialcita, managing Director of Research, 
ApAc, then continued the discussion on 
investment opportunities in the next-core markets 
in the region, exploring emerging asset classes 
that are on the cusp of becoming the next-core 
markets in the global hunt for yield.
The conference also held a panel discussion on 
next-core sectors. hideaki Suzuki, head of Japan 
Research moderated the discussion with fellow 
panelists, Janice Stanton, executive managing 

Director, global capital Advisory, Kosuke ogi, 
executive Director, capital markets, Japan, and a 
business leader from mitsubishi corporation. 

The highly interactive and insightful session 
which focused specifically on data centers and 
student accommodation was well received by the 
audience.

congratulations to the team for delivering a highly 
successful and impactful event!

eveNtS

CIo Conference Japan
 
The inaugural cushman & wakefield Japan chief 
investment officer conference was held in Tokyo 
on April 21, 2017. 

The event, which focused on smart investment 
strategies in growing next-core markets, gave 
the roomful of 200 key investor clients insights 
into the latest global trends and the investment 
environment. They were also presented with the 
findings from The Atlas Summary 2017, the latest 
cushman & wakefield global capital markets 
report.  

attendees The students participated in fun 
exercises, presentations and networking sessions 
and were graded on a final group project that 
tested their creativity and presentation skills. it 
was the first time the event had been held and the 
feedback received was overwhelmingly positive. 

cushman & wakefield facilitators included:  

 � Stuart roberts, chief executive, ApAc
 � James patterson, chief executive,   

  Australia/new Zealand 
 � holly yang, head of Strategic marketing,  

  ApAc 
 � foo Chek yee, head of  communications  

  ApAc 
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on the move 
 
At cushman & wakefield, we believe that our 
offices should be more than a place we go each 
day – they should represent the latest thinking in 
workspace strategy and serve as the hub of our 
people, culture, clients, and brand.

This is an exciting time for our company. within 
the past few months, we’ve opened up new offices 
in the following north American locations: 

portfolio Services Center ribbon Cutting 

tod Lickerman, chief executive of the Americas, 
cut the ribbon at the new portfolio Services center 
in St. louis on may 3. more than 300 associates 
joined Tod and Richard etzkorn, executive 
managing Director, for the exciting unveiling and 
champagne toast.

This state-of-the-art facility is the gem of goS, 
boasting the latest in technology and workplace 
strategy, with an open work environment for more 
than 400 associates and plenty of room to grow. 
The cutting edge facility is a true differentiator for 
cushman & wakefield.

within the last year, the pSc added more than 25 
clients to their roster, an outstanding 32% increase 
year over year. This aggressive growth goes hand-
in-hand with the addition of the new pSc. 

watch the video featuring new Toronto office. tod Lickerman, at pSc ribbon cutting ceremony.

portfolio Solutions center lobby.chicago global headquarters centennial hall.

boston
brooklyn
chicago
Dallas

new Jersey
northern Virginia

oakland
Sacramento

San Diego
St. louis 
Tampa

Toronto central
Toronto west
walnut creek

washington D.c.
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World fm day: may 17
 
once a year on world fm Day, the global facilities 
management community comes together 
to celebrate our profession. This milestone 
event highlights the vital work that facilities 
management (fm) professionals and the facilities 
management industry contribute to business 
worldwide.

At cushman & wakefield, our greatest strength in 
fm is our people, their dedication and service ethics. 
it is these teams, professionals and leaders that 
embody the values of fm that drive us every day.  

our teams span diverse geographic regions 
and countries and diversity is an integral part of 
cushman & wakefield’s fm culture and business. 
from new Delhi to St. louis – our strength comes 
from this diversity and ability to work together 
to provide our clients with the best solutions and 
service delivery.

we are proud of our fm professionals across the 
globe that continually dedicate their time and 
effort to delivering best-in-class services to ensure 
facilities are operated and maintained safely, 
efficiently and cost-effectively. 

on behalf of all of us, we would like to take the 
opportunity to say thank you to our goS fm 
heroes who continue to serve our clients and 
profession on a daily basis.

vivid Sydney 2017
 
cushman & wakefield is delighted to be the 
inaugural Access and inclusion partner for Vivid 
Sydney 2017, the world’s largest festival of light, 
music, and ideas. As champions of diversity 
and inclusion, we are delighted to partner with 
Destination nSw in developing a cohesive 
program providing infrastructure and facilities to 
make the Vivid Sydney light walk accessible for 
all attendees. 
 
inspired by 
Vivid Sydney, 
where ideas 
and creativity 
meet, 
cushman & 
wakefield 
is leading 
a Vivid 
ideation 
Session to 
break down the barriers of social exclusion and 
isolation that children with special needs and their 
families experience every day. 

our goal is to create sensory rich experiences 
where all children can play, participate, and belong, 
including those with special needs. 

eveNtS
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emeA Ski tour  
 
After the unmitigated success of the inaugural 
goS Ski Trip to St. Anton in Austria last year, a 
group of 18 colleagues from the goS london 
team descended upon ischgl, Austria, for another 
momentous week. 
ischgl, commonly referred to as ‘ibiza on ice’ 
provided sunshine, skiing, lashings of rose and a 
raucous sense of après which the goS Ski Team 
have become accustomed to. 

The organizing committee, Alister yearley and 
Alastair marshall, produced an eventful three day 
itinerary which included ski safari, long lunches, 
après parties and team dinners. it also featured the 
legendary awards ceremony with Simon o’reilly 
toppling michael Creamer for the coveted mVp 
prize.

it was a fantastic weekend, filled with many laughs 
and memories. 

  CoLLeAgue CoLLABorAtIoN
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congratulations to this quarter’s most engaged goS employees. it’s crucial for our professionals to be 
informed of all our key initiatives, offerings, tools, and other notable news, and by interacting with our 
goS internal communications, these professionals are leading the charge.

See a list of the top 25 most engaged employees for this quarter. 
Listed alphabetically. 

* Our marketing platform scores employees based on how frequently emails are opened, clicked,    
   and forwarded, which is how this list was compiled.

employee engagement  
matters

1 Brett Abrams global Director of operations, portfolio lease Administration

2 Arpine Aroyan managing Director

3 Craig Berry Director, project & Development Services

4 Allan Brass Vice president, goS

5 renan Chittero business partner, human Resources

6 Chad Cook Senior Vice president

7 Brian deutsch managing Director

8 Al edwards Senior managing Director

9 rich etzkorn executive managing Director

10 Sherye gordon executive Administrator

11 erin henderson manager, human Resources

12 Scott Johnson executive managing Director

13 Kimberly Leynes generalist, human Resources

14 Connie medina coordinator, human Resources

15 david mickool managing Director

16 Lauro Nakamura engineering and Quality Assurance manager

17 mary o’Connor Senior manager, human Resources

18 Claire paulson Senior Director

19 Andrew Sansom Senior Vice president

20 peter Stanford Senior managing Director

21 Brandon tanner Senior Vice president, Solutions Development

22 marc teitelbaum executive managing Director, ifm

23 Simon Ward partner and head of client intelligence

24 tamar Wartanian Account Associate

25 Andre Wilson Analytics Solution manager

The behaviors of 
engaged employees 
can lead to a positive 
effect on employee 
performance, which 
can influence a 
company’s success.

- global Business review
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Chrissy Bajardi, Associate Vice president, project Design

Lance Bishop, Director, critical environments operations

Chevelle freeman, Senior program manager, gci

Stephanie grey, Account Director, pg&e

matt harris, managing Director, mobile engineering and Account Director

James hill, partner, Vodafone

Shawn Lawler, Vice president, pDS

odysseus markezinis, chief operating officer, Japan

Christopher pesek, Account Director, humana

dino piccini, executive Vice president, Transaction management

Anitha raman, Technology platform Architect, global

Natalie robinson, financial planning & Analysis, gop

Wayne Skicki, Account Director, ebay

Brett Abrams, global Director of operations, portfolio lease Administration

Alison davies, head of operations, occupier management

Beth forstneger, Senior Director, global business consulting

Alexandria gerler, Assistant Vice president, portfolio lease Administration

Carol henderson, consulting Director, global consulting business Development

Janire Irastorza, partner, Strategic consulting

Lorna Landells, head of occupier management, uk

marisol Lopez, operations manager, finance

Alastair marshall, partner, Transaction management

Kate mullins, partner, Strategic consulting

mary o’Connor, Senior manager, human Resources

danielle pietrucha, hR generalist, ubS  

timothy Scheibal, Assistant compliance Director, client Accounting

daniel Wessel, Vice president, pSc

Jevon Williams, Assistant Director, ciS

Listed alphabetically.

Listed alphabetically.
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Historically, the legal sector has 
been one of the least aggressive 
adopters of technology. But 
in a world where clients are 
increasingly clamoring for lower 
costs, fixed prices and efficient 
service, smart law firms know they 
have no choice but to harness 
technology if they want to thrive 
– and even survive – in today’s 
competitive landscape.

Think Smart: How 
Law Firms Harness 

Technology to 
Survive

SHERRY CUSHMAN
Executive Managing Director  
Leader, Legal Sector Advisory Group 
sherry.cushman@cushwake.com

JAMES MEIKLE, MRICS
Partner, Central London 
Occupier Representation 
james.meikle@eur.cushwake.com

JEREMY PEARSON
Managing Director 
Tenant Advisory Group, Asia Pacific 
jeremy.pearson@cushwake.com

18 The Occupier Edge

The Occupier Edge 
fourth edition

Co-working report

As headset 
technology 
continues 
to improve, a number 
of companies are 
already exploring the 
possibilities of VR/AR 
for virtual property 
tours and projections 
of scale models, and 

they see 
even greater 
marketing 
opportunities 
down the road.

The promises of virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) have been described 
plenty of times before: Fully immersive video games, sideline-quality views 
of sporting events from the comfort of a living room, surgeons reviewing 
a patient’s medical records and scans mid-procedure without leaving the 
operating table and many other flights of fancy.

The problem has always been the limits of the technology. Processing speeds 
in headsets have traditionally been too slow to keep up with the movements of 
human eyes and limbs, and the headsets’ visual displays have lacked the high 
definition necessary to resemble the real world (for VR) or integrate seamlessly 
with real-world vision (for AR), leaving users frustrated. 

That could soon change. According to a research report released last year by 
Goldman Sachs, VR/AR hardware and software are finally beginning to catch 
up with consumer expectations and are poised to disrupt a number of markets, 
including real estate.

The report sees VR/AR becoming a $2.6 billion market in real estate by 2025 
as headsets such as the Oculus Rift and the Microsoft Hololens improve over 
the next few years. It’s essential to begin preparing for the expansion. In 
addition to virtual walkthroughs of both finished and unfinished buildings and 
virtual models projected onto desks and tables in the real world – innovations 
which are already in ongoing development – companies see opportunities for 
more game-changing developments a little farther down the road, once mass 
adoption takes hold.

Virtual Reality the New 
Reality for Real Estate

VR/AR COULD BECOME A $2.6B MARKET 
IN REAL ESTATE BY 2025

15

CO-WORKING CONCEPT 
AS A COST CONTAINMENT 
STRATEGY
Most respondents have indicated that the need for 
major changes in their current footprint is not par-
ticularly exigent, but will consider adopting flexible 
workplace strategies to utilize existing space more 
efficiently. They are also willing to invest in tech-
nologies to enable flexible working environments. 
Several respondents are open to leasing short term 
overflow space and even consolidating their foot-
prints.

More than half of the CRE managers are also 
interested in incorporating Co-working solutions 
into their CRE strategies. Co-working spaces are 
10-30% cheaper as compared to traditional office 
spaces in many markets. In some locations where 
they have expanded, they are willing to offer 
tenant incentives in order to fill up spaces. For 
those willing to explore Co-working spaces, pursu-
ing opportunistic growth over the next 12 months 
serves as the most important motivation (63%). At 
the same time, more than half of all respondents 
are also expecting some potential cost savings in 
high cost locations.  

Nuances exist across geographies that are most 
likely to embrace the Co-working concept. Those 
based in the Asia Pacific (70%) are most likely to 
use Co-working space as it gives them the flexibil-
ity to explore growth opportunities without being 
encumbered by long-term space commitments. 
The Technology, Media/Entertainment, and Profes-
sional Services sectors, which usually emphasize 
teamwork and collaboration in the workspace, are 
the most willing to adopt this practice.

Among the business sectors 
surveyed, the Banking, Financial 
Services, and Insurance (BFSI) 

sector is the most sensitive to real 
estate costs

5

CO-WORKING: UNDERSTANDING THE ONGOING EVOLUTION

edgethe occupier

Insights and Trends
from Cushman & Wakefield’s  

Global Real Estate Experts
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Co-working  
Understanding the 
Ongoing Evolution

APRIL 2017

A CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD  
RESEARCH PUBLICATION 87% CRE leaders want to adopt work settings that support the way staff work

Co-working has been the most transformational practice in the 
workplace in recent years. It is going mainstream in gateway 
markets across regions as prime rents continue to soar. 

Co-working
Understanding the 
Ongoing Evolution

APRIL 2017

GATEWAY CITIES / REGIONAL FINANCIAL  
CENTERS ARE PREFERRED GROWTH MARKETS

COST CONTAINING REAL ESTATE STRATEGY  
IS HIGHLY PREFERRED BY CRE LEADERS

STRATEGIES FOR EFFICIENTLY MANAGING FOOTPRINT

CO-WORKING PREFERENCES

APPEALS OF CO-WORKING CO-WORKING FEATURES  
MOST PREFERRED BY CRE LEADERS

>50% 
have already begun 
forming solutions to 

tackle rising rents

Increase efficiency by 
offering flexibility 

92%

45% 
CBD locations are most 
preferred, but most are 
willing to explore other 

locations too

MOST SENSITIVE 
TO RISING RENTS
65% already have plans 

to tackle rising rents

Invest in technology  
to enable flexibility

89%

50% 
short term leases  

(<=6 months)  
are preferred

Professional 
Services

Technology Banking 

COSTS NOT A 
MAJOR FACTOR

ONLY 12% - focused on 
cost containment

Lease  
Co-working space

54%

34% 
are open to 7-12 

month leases

44% 
Don’t move, remain where you are.

Most occupiers want to remain where 
they are as relocation costs are still 

high in most markets

40% 
Choose efficient and flexible workspaces.  

Occupiers are looking for efficient and flexible 
workspaces considering lease length and 

property costs as important factors

Banking Professional Services

You are most likely 
to utilize co-working 
space, if you are 
exploring business 
opportunities in

ASIA  
PACIFIC

BUSINESS SECTORS  
MOST LIKELY TO USE  

CO-WORKING FACILITIES

This infographic has been prepared solely for information purposes. It does not purport to be 
a complete description of the survey results. The information on which this report is based 
has been obtained from surveys conducted by CoreNet Global during H2 2016, but we have 
not independently verified such information and we do not guarantee that the information is 
accurate or complete.

Published by Cushman & Wakefield, Research & Investment Strategy.  
©2017 Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. All rights reserved.

CoreNet Global is a non-profit 
association, headquartered in the 
US, representing almost 10,000 
executives in 50 countries with 

strategic responsibility for the real 
estate assets of large corporations. 

The organization’s mission is to 
advance the practice of corporate 
real estate through professional 

development opportunities, 
publications, research, conferences, 
designations and networking in 47 

local chapters globally.

PRIVACY 
SECURITY

STAFF 
PREFERENCECOST OPEN 

CONCEPTSCALABILITY FLEXI HOURSAMENITIES

89%4.5 70%4.4 67%4.4 55%4.4

VARIETY OF 
WORK SETTINGS

*Note - all % values indicate the percentage of respondents

GATEWAY CITIES / REGIONAL FINANCIAL 
CENTERS ARE PREFERRED GROWTH MARKETS

NORTH 
AMERICA

CENTRAL AND 
SOUTH AMERICA

EUROPE

MIDDLE 
EAST

ASIA 
PACIFIC

AFRICA

68%

27%

38%

21%

53%17%

New York City

Johannesburg

Dubai

Rio de Janeiro

London

Shanghai

REAL ESTATE COSTS CONTINUE TO REMAIN  
A MAJOR FACTOR FOR ORGANIZATIONS

Banking Sector 
concerned about 
PROPERTY COST

Technology Sector 
is concerned about 
LEASE LENGTH

92%
say total property 
costs are important.

80% 
say lease length is 
important.

63%
consider regulations 
will impact their 
location strategies

25% ONLY
consider signing a long 
term lease and lock-
in a preferential rate 
during uncertain times

SURVEY RESULTS 2016

The Occupier Edge provides strategic, actionable 
thought leadership crafted by our very own future 
thinking cushman & wakefield experts. 

This edition of The Occupier Edge features 
articles addressing influential trends impacting 
the commercial real estate industry and beyond. 
A few key topics include gamification and how 
it transforms the way we work; how artificial 
intelligence is no longer a concept, but rather a 
reality in the workplace; the top-trending topic, 
gig economy, which has created a new kind of 
diversity, with full-time permanent employees 
working side-by-side with freelancers and much 
more. 

corporate co-working 
continues to be the most 
transformational trend in the 
workplace. The environment, 
amenities, cost savings and 
flexibility that co-working 
space offers makes a great 
case for all kinds of occupiers 
including small businesses, 
start-ups and larger 
companies. with the demand 
growing at 10-15% on average 
per annum across all regions, 
the size of co-working space 
is estimated to be at its 
prime. 

As of June 15, there have been 2,664 
downloads of the publication.
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While organizations that have reshaped themselves 
into fitter, leaner and faster versions that can thrive with 
oil at $50 a barrel remain well positioned, inevitably 
further rounds of investment will have to return in 
order to sustain this pace of development. According 
to Barclays’s latest E&P Spending Survey, oil and gas 
industry capital expenditures are expected to increase 
by as much as 7% in 2017 as a result, following the cut 
backs of the past 2 years.   

For example, oil-field services companies will likely start 
taking back price concessions they gave international 
oil companies when the market collapsed. This could 
add as much as 15% to the price of producing a barrel 
of oil, which in turn would allow services company 
operations to get back to break-even levels. New means 
of taxation could also add additional costs to bottom 
lines. 

With this in mind upstream companies will have to 
be industrious about containing other expenditure 
increases, particularly in the supply chain and resource 
development, with Corporate Real Estate positioning 
remaining a key part of this. 

That may prove difficult, because the wave of worker 
layoffs during the downturn eliminated significant 
experience, knowledge, and skills. The loss of these 
capabilities could push development project costs 
up substantially if they are not carefully monitored, 
with new recruitment and talent attraction strategies 
commanding heavy investment in talent programs and 
working environments to meet the needs of new labour 
accordingly. 

Smarter firms will embrace new digital initiatives as 
a means of offsetting expense escalation and in an 
attempt to add further to the cost and efficiency 
improvements they have already achieved. They 
will also need to engage with recent graduates and 
collaborate with education practices able to provide 
the skilled labour required armed with new ideas that 
will make the future easier to navigate. With so much 
innovation in the sector, it shouldn’t be hard to engage 
younger employees, but companies need a clear and 
attractive talent agenda aligned with overarching 
business plans to do so.

AS OIL PRICES RECOVER, CAN INTERNATIONAL OIL COMPANIES 
HOLD ON TO THE BENEFITS OF COST REDUCTION? 

6

oil & gas markets Index 
2017

goS heroes
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For example, Shell indicates it can drill a well today for approximately $5.5 million, down a staggering 56% from 
2013. And the new wells, thanks to more powerful fracking techniques, are yielding more barrels. The average 
Permian well now produces 668 barrels per day, compared to just 98 barrels four years ago, in accordance to 
government data. To capitalise on this it is a case of who has the scale to adapt and act quickly. It’s now a matter 
of rig numbers, manufacturing and operation as to the supply levels that will be achieved and no longer the 
availability of natural resources.

OIL & GAS MARKETS OUTLOOK 2017 / 5

The oil & gas industry operators have experienced 
challenges throughout the last few years. with 
weak demand and low prices, it has been difficult 
to make long-term plans and implement strategic 
decisions. only now, with oil prices back to a more 
stable state, is the sector beginning to emerge 
from its prolonged period of upheaval.

our oil & gas markets outlook 2017 explores 
the following:

 � how has the downturn impacted sector   
 spending? 

 � what technologies are being integrated into  
 the supply chain? 

 � can shale production success be sustained? 

 � what energy-centric markets are exposed to  
 market fluctuations?

introducing a super team of real estate heroes. 
The goS heroes are working collaboratively with 
clients to turn challenges into strategic assets.

The team has been collaborating together for 100 
years, but now they will assemble for their most 
audacious task. Allow us to introduce the heroes:  

 � facilitator 
 � portfolia 
 � projecto  
 � Strategia 
 � Transactor

OIL & GAS 
MARKETS 
OUTLOOK 

2017
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thank you.
 
The occupier news allows us to share valuable 
information with the global goS business and 
to demonstrate our appreciation for the hard 
work goS professionals contribute to cushman 
& wakefield’s success. The goal of this quarterly 
newsletter is to keep you updated on important 
company news and to foster a greater sense of 
teamwork and engagement throughout goS.
 
in each edition, we want to ensure that we 
are recognizing superior performance and 
achievements - please be sure to share notable 
information for inclusion in future editions. 
Additionally, we would like to thank the many 
colleagues who contributed to making this edition 
a success.
 
As always, we welcome ideas for future editions 
of The occupier news. please share your 
recommendations with gina at: 
gina.chinino@cushwake.com.

have a wonderful quarter.
 
best,
katy and gina 

gina Chinino
global communications manager
global occupier Services

Katy pietrini
Vp, marketing
global occupier Services
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About Cushman & Wakefield
cushman & wakefield is a leading global real estate services firm that helps clients transform the 
way people work, shop, and live. our 45,000 employees in more than 70 countries help occupiers 
and investors optimize the value of their real estate by combining our global perspective and deep 
local knowledge with an impressive platform of real estate solutions. cushman & wakefield is among 
the largest commercial real estate services firms with revenue of $6 billion across core services of 
agency leasing, asset services, capital markets, facility services (c&w Services), global occupier 
services, investment & asset management (DTZ investors), project & development services, tenant 
representation, and valuation & advisory. 2017 marks the 100-year anniversary of the cushman & 
wakefield brand. 100 years of taking our clients’ ideas and putting them into action. To learn more, 
visit www.cushwakecentennial.com, www.cushmanwakefield.com or follow @cushwake on Twitter.

copyright © 2017 cushman & wakefield. All rights reserved.

Cushman & Wakefield 
www.linkedin.com/company/cushman-&-wakefield

@CushWakegoS 
www.twitter.com/cushwakegoS

conTAcT

Steve QuICK
chief executive, global occupier Services
chicago, il
steve.quick@cushwake.com

ChrIStopher BroWNe 
head of global occupier Services, 
Asia pacific
singapore
chris.browne@cushwake.com

JAmeS mAddoCK
head of global occupier  
Services, emeA 
london, united Kingdom
james.maddock@cushwake.com
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